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Abstract
The arrival of artificially intelligent systems into the domain of medical imaging has focused attention and sparked
much debate on the role and responsibilities of the radiologist. However, discussion about the impact of such technology on the radiographer role is lacking. This paper discusses the potential impact of artificial intelligence (AI) on
the radiography profession by assessing current workflow and cross-mapping potential areas of AI automation such
as procedure planning, image acquisition and processing. We also highlight the opportunities that AI brings including
enhancing patient-facing care, increased cross-modality education and working, increased technological expertise and
expansion of radiographer responsibility into AI-supported image reporting and auditing roles.

Introduction
Within the UK, and across much of the world, diagnostic
radiography is a graduate profession requiring practitioners
to have high level practical and critical thinking skills to
ensure optimization of image acquisition processes and,
working in conjunction with medical radiologist colleagues,
appropriate management of the patient care pathway. Radiography, as a profession, is reliant on imaging technology.
Without the technology to acquire and view images, neither
radiography nor radiology would exist and in part, the
growth in breadth and complexity of imaging examinations and interventions,1 as well as the associated increase
in demand for medical imaging,2 are directly related to
advances in imaging technology and computerization.
While this technological expansion has benefitted patient
diagnosis and treatment, it has also influenced and changed
radiographic practice and the role of the radiographer,3–5
but this is not a new phenomenon. Technology changes and
advancements have always directly influenced the radiography profession with radiographic practice evolving and
adapting in response to the operation of new technologies
and the advanced imaging opportunities offered by their
adoption. However, recent technological advances have
not focused on new imaging technologies per se. Instead,
they have focused on the integration of complex machine
learning algorithms and artificially intelligent systems
within equipment operation and image review processes,
and it is the influence and control of these technologies on
radiography practice that is yet to be explored.

Artificial intelligence (AI) is a broad umbrella term that
encompasses the theory and development of computer
systems able to perform tasks normally requiring human
intelligence, such as visual perception, speech recognition,
decision-making, and prediction.6 It is a data-reliant paradigm that fits well with the technology-driven practice of
modern medical imaging and, in particular, to computer
vision tasks. In recent years, there has been a significant
academic and industrial surge in proposed AI applications
for diagnostic imaging7 and while the vast majority have
focused on augmenting and assisting the radiologist, there
is a growing niche of applications directly applicable to
radiography practice.8,9
Radiographers have accepted automated technologies within their practice for many years, which may be
regarded by some to have caused an erosion of core skills,
responsibilities and opportunity for autonomous decision-
making. A positive consequence of increased digitization
and automation has been an increase in efficiency and
throughput within imaging departments.10,11 However,
evidence also suggests that increasing patient workloads
and examination speeds may also have had a negative
impact on radiographer morale, role satisfaction and “burn
out.”12–15 The responsibility for this lies not with the technology itself, but with professional leaders and employers
failing to consider the impact of advancing automation
technologies on professional and workplace cultures and
role adaptation. To address this gap, we explore how the
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radiographer role might develop and change in response to the
evolving capabilities of intelligent technologies, the opportunities adoption may bring, and the steps required to ensure that
the radiography profession remains engaged and involved in the
successful delivery and implementation of AI systems.
Impact of AI on radiographic practice
At a high level, it may be argued that AI in some form has
been an inherent component of imaging technology for many
decades. Perhaps, the first example in general radiographic practice was the automatic exposure device developed in the 1980s.16
This allowed the radiographer to select the kV value for X-ray
imaging but the device determined when sufficient quanta had
reached the film to achieve a diagnostic image and therefore the
final mAs of each exposure. While this did not diagnose or interpret images, it removed an element of decision-making from the
radiographer and transferred it to the machine, the belief being
that the machine could make this decision more accurately than
the radiographer thereby benefitting both the organization and
patient through the elimination of repeat images due to incorrect
exposure and optimization of examination dose. Radiographers
readily accepted this technology into their practice as they could
see the benefit it provided to image acquisition practice and
patient care, particularly where patient body habitus impacted
on image quality. However, there was still a need for human oversight due to technical variations and errors.17
AI solutions that provide similar decision-making automation to
radiographic tasks are no different to previous devices in so far as
they require both clinical evidence and radiographer acceptance
and oversight before they can be widely deployed. However, a
key differentiator is that new AI systems have the potential to
automate a broader range of higher level cognitive tasks and
therefore, it can be argued, greater diligence and evidence should
be required prior to adoption. Importantly, while published
evidence has explored the impact of AI within specialist imaging
domains such as mammography,18,19 ultrasound,20,21 and nuclear

medicine,22,23 there is little if any evidence that directly considers
projectional radiography and or the impact of AI on image acquisition practices within cross-sectional imaging. Importantly, it is
in the latter where we anticipate AI to have the greatest impact on
radiographic practice in the near future, particularly when levels
of increasing demand for these modalities is considered.
Considering the current range of tasks that radiographers
perform within cross-sectional imaging (Figure 1), and cross-
mapping these with proposed areas for AI automation, it is
clear that AI is poised to assist the radiographers’ role significantly. However, such a level of automation, if achieved in full,
could also significantly reduce current radiographer roles and
responsibilities. Consequently, while it is natural for healthcare
organizations to want to explore how the implementation of AI
technologies might improve radiology department throughput
and maximize efficiency, it is also important that the risks and
corresponding potential liabilities are fully understood and
managed appropriately. Importantly, current regulatory frameworks24 mandate stringent human oversight and audit of clinically deployed AI solutions. Therefore, vendors are restricted to
developing systems and marketing them as requiring a level of
human oversight. This opens up a new challenge for the radiography profession as they must now become skilled at interacting
with, and overseeing, AI-driven semi-automated processes.
Significantly, the radiographer voice debating the professional issues surrounding the adoption of AI technologies and
increasing image acquisition automation has, until recently,25,26
been noticeably quiet within both professional and industrial
literature. It is uncertain whether this represents resigned acquiescence to the inevitable march of AI technologies, professional
struggles with comprehending the enormity of the potential
impact of AI or professional apathy as a learned defence to change
(or fear of)27 but it contrasts starkly to the debates and arguments
of radiologists when the notion of diagnostic AI became popular
as an automated solution to radiology reporting backlogs.

Figure 1. Areas of anticipated impact of AI in the cross-sectional radiographic workflow. AI, artificialintelligence
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Indeed, the volume of radiology journal papers discussing,
debating and evaluating AI has increased exponentially since
201528 as radiologists quickly tackled initial concerns over role
demise and extinction by writing counterarguments extolling the
benefits of AI automation as an assistive and augmentative technology, not an existential threat.28–32 One could argue that this
upsurge in radiologist interest and debate was driven, in part, by
role preservation and protectionism, but equally it has served as
the voice that rationalized the value of the human worker within
the imaging chain, a factor so easily overlooked in the quest for
service and cost efficiencies.
Applications of AI in radiography
Despite the emphasis within publications being the evaluation of
AI with respect to interpreting medical images, there are several
areas beyond this where AI will have a direct impact on the
radiographer role and profession.33 Here, we have highlighted
non-exhaustively some proposed applications.
Pre-examination assessment
A key role for radiographers is to interact directly with patients
before, during and after their imaging procedure. Part of this
interaction is to check identification and indications for the
examination requested as well as inform the patient about the
procedure to be undertaken. While direct human communication between patient and health professional is unlikely to be
replaced by AI technologies, there is potential for AI systems to
assist in the automated vetting of referrals and sense-checking
clinical indications and the corresponding imaging modality and
techniques to be employed, as well as verifying patient identification records via interaction with the electronic health record.34
The potential capability of AI to access, assimilate and synthesize
knowledge and data from a range of patient data portals simultaneously surpasses that of the human radiographer, and therefore
is a natural environment for efficiency savings. However, radiographer oversight and diligence are required to ensure patient
electronic health record data are not corrupted and that AI decisions are consistent.
Examination planning
Across all modalities, radiographers are responsible for ensuring
accurate patient positioning prior to image acquisition and that
venous access for contrast injection, if required, is available.
During CT and MR studies, patient position within the gantry
or bore is analyzed via the scout views (topogram) and slice/
volume or sequence planning subsequently performed. Inaccurate patient positioning (non-isocentric) can result in reduced
image quality and for CT, increased patient dose. Consequently,
this is an important aspect of the radiographer’s role, but
research suggests that isocentric positioning and scout image
analysis in CT, alongside MR plane and volume calculations,
are areas that may be automatable by AI systems.34,35 There is
also potential for optimizing contrast volume and injection rates
based on patient parameters using intelligent systems,36 as well
as the possibility of using no contrast at all via synthetic contrast
enhancement,37 thereby embracing the ethos of personalized
and individualized healthcare. Within the context of treatment
planning and therapeutic radiography, deep learning systems
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may also be used to plan treatment regions by autosegmenting
tumors38 and individualizing radiotherapy dose39 benefitting
patient care and potentially reducing unintended treatment
outcomes.
Image acquisition
Selecting the correct imaging protocol based on patient
presentation, clinical question and region of interest is an
important radiographer responsibility but evidence suggests
that protocol choice and application is not consistent within,
or across, hospitals sites or imaging modalities.40–43 As a
result, emerging research suggests that protocol selection
may be automatable.44 There are also a plethora of AI-driven
dose reduction methods for mammography,45 CT and positron emission tomography/CT,46,47 as well as MR time reduction48 providing opportunities for faster image acquisition and
greater patient throughput. Automated processes to support
radiographers in assuring image quality via attenuation
correction49 and technical recall via automated image evaluation50 are also poised for implementation. Importantly, the
opportunities for AI image acquisition augmentation extends
to ultrasound where examination quality has for a long time
been considered operator, rather than technology, dependent.
Automated AI ultrasound positioning and measurement tools
will further enable sonographers to provide high quality ultrasound assessment reports with lower error rates via AI-driven
automated fetal measurements and kidney function assessment,51,52 as well as image quality assessment.53
Image processing
The automation of post-
processing of CT, MR and nuclear
medicine studies has been a reality for many years, reducing
overall examination time and optimizing patient modality
throughput. Newer AI systems may perform these tasks at even
greater speed and scale, potentially allowing for image super-
resolution54 as well as immediate automated segmentation of
organs of interest.55–57 Early research also demonstrates promise
in synthetic modality transfer, that is the creation of a CT image
from an MRI scan or vice versa,55 obviating the need for a second
imaging procedure entirely.
Opportunities for radiographers
Without doubt, the next generation of AI-driven systems in
diagnostic imaging will impact on radiographic practice across
modalities and the roles and responsibilities of radiographers.
However, the radiography profession is used to adapting to new
technologies and has always embraced change, particularly where
the ultimate improvement in patient outcomes derived from
technological change can be adequately evidenced and morally
aligned with radiographers’ desire to provide high quality care.
As yet, qualitative research outcomes evidencing clinical impact
at scale are limited, but the speed of change and rate of technical advancements within the field of AI suggests that AI-driven
solutions will be adopted extensively, and radiographers must be
prepared for the new opportunities these changes will present
while simultaneously maintaining the core professional value of
patient care.
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Leading patient-facing care
The radiography profession must remain patient-
facing and
patient focused and the importance of this facet of the radiographer role is likely to increase with greater automation as AI
systems are not yet capable of fully automated human-level
conversation and are far from providing the level of reassurance
and care that patients require from trained health professionals.
Radiographers may also have a greater responsibility advising,
defining and disclosing the radiation risks associated with
imaging examinations in line with ionizing radiation (medical
exposure) regulations and guidance24,58 and gaining patient
informed consent, particularly if greater automation in referral
and vetting processes reduces patient journey times and limits
patient opportunity to reflect on the examination referral and
discuss any concerns. It may be argued by some that radiologists
also desire greater presence in this patient facing space but with
continued shortages of radiologists reported in the UK,59 it is
unlikely that capacity exists within current workforce volumes
for greater patient interaction. Importantly, the IR(ME) regulations24 continue to define radiographers as “operators” with
the ultimate responsibility for the practical aspects of acquiring
and processing medical imaging studies, regardless of whether
an automated system is involved, a legal status that is unlikely
to change in the near future. Consequently, radiographers have
an opportunity to redefine their roles and lead on the development of best practice for working alongside semi-automated
systems under these laws, as well as drive forward improvements in patient-facing processes and care-giving time. This may
include, but is not limited to, developing best practice guidance
on explaining risks of AI-driven systems to patients, ascertaining
the influence of AI processes on human interaction and decision-
making, and acquiring patient consent for AI research protocols
with further opportunities identified within NHSx 2019 report
AI: how to get it right.60
Increased cross-modality and AI-focused education
and training
Greater patient throughput due to service efficiencies achieved
through increased automation will impact on staffing requirements. Current modality specific job plans and limited cross-
modality expertise and role flexibility are unlikely to be
sustainable. As we move towards even greater patient workloads
and continuous increases in demand for imaging to support
the diagnosis, treatment and monitoring of disease, we should
expect all radiographers to achieve a range of modality and
technology-interfacing competencies. If AI is to be an important
aspect of all imaging approaches in the future, then it may be
reasonable to expect radiography graduates to have the threshold
competencies to operate and supervise image acquisition across
the range of imaging modalities thereby increasing workforce
flexibility. Alongside this, pre-registration radiography curricula
should ensure that graduates are educated in the fundamentals of
AI and its subsets of machine learning and deep learning in order
to be able to confidently interact with them safely and maximize
their utility.60 Importantly, the Topol Review (2019)61 advocates
that these changes in education must take place by 2024 and that
healthcare employers must also provide opportunities for existing
staff to upgrade their skill sets to ensure comparative knowledge
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to support technological adaptation and the necessary changes
in work practices and work place culture. Higher training will
also be required in the statistical underpinning of AI systems to
provide radiographers with adequate critical assessment skills
for AI outputs in their practice domain and leadership roles will
emerge to drive change management processes during deployment and ongoing maintenance of vendor-
specific systems.
With such changing emphasis envisaged within radiography,
and wider healthcare, education programmes must respond to
this agenda by including automated technology operation, core
computer science skills and technical processes for supervising
and assuring automated outputs and actions. However, if the
radiography profession does not simultaneously respond to the
changing technological needs and look to the future to redefine
clinical roles and responsibilities, then there is a real potential
for disconnect between academic departments educating IT
competent, multimodality professionals for the future, and clinical departments requiring professionals with the skills of today.
Radiographer reporting
The reporting of diagnostic images by appropriately qualified
radiographers has been an established role development in the
UK for over 20 years. While this activity predominantly relates
to projection radiography and mammography, evidence suggests
that appropriately trained and supported radiographers can
supplement radiology reporting across a wide-range of imaging
modalities.62–64 The value of the reporting radiographers was
clearly acknowledged within the CQC Radiology Review (2018)2
and Cancer Workforce Plan (2017)65 which specifically identified expansion of the reporting radiographer workforce as being
key to enabling earlier cancer diagnosis, greater cancer screening
turn-around times and addressing reporting backlogs.65 Yet,
anxieties persist within radiology circles.66 Developing systems
for AI and radiographer double reading of imaging examinations may go some way towards alleviating persisting concerns
and may prove more cost effective than a single radiologist or
radiographer interpretation for certain high volume modalities
such as chest radiography, CT lung screening and screening
mammography.67 Accordingly, there is an opportunity to look
at areas where there are reporting backlogs or workforce issues
and perform research to measure the potential for radiographer
led, AI-supported, reporting services and develop implementation plans for easy and consistent adoption. Further, reporting
radiographers may take steps to address the issues of autoreporting and non-reporting of some imaging examinations by
owning and developing the processes around AI-driven triage68
and review of AI-defined normal images, as under IR(ME)R,24
all imaging examinations will still require human review and
report, even if an AI system suggests appearances are “normal.”
Audit of AI systems
All automated systems must have quality control checks according
to European medical device regulations (MDR 2017/745)69
and there will be a growing role for reporting radiographers to
undertake regular audit and review of the outputs and decisions
of an AI image evaluation system. It is likely that a proportion of
all AI automated cases will require some form of post-decision
check or “peer-review” to establish system sensitivity, specificity
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and accuracy and it is radiographers who must seize this opportunity to own the process and perhaps, in the future, establish
systems for AI review and audit of human image interpretation
to establish parity, or lack of. However, in order to lead and create
such opportunities, radiographers must have high level technical
understanding of AI system operation and functionality in need
for education programmes and CPD to support the evolution of
the radiographer workforce and their adaptation to new, AI-enabled services is imperative and should not be overlooked.
Summary
While at first glance AI appears to threaten the role of the radiographer, its widespread adoption and implementation also offers
significant opportunities for greater autonomy and self-definition
if the profession successfully prepares for, and adapts to, the
inevitable changes to role and culture. By embracing change,
and preparing the profession with the skills required to interact

with, and own processes around, new technology, the role of
the radiographer could expand into one that drives improvements in the delivery of imaging services, not only in relation
to direct patient care, which should remain core to professional
identity, but also in relation to greater cross-modality expertise
and the clinical flexibility this affords. The expansion of AI-assisted radiographer reporting opportunities to fulfill regulatory
reporting requirements and address reporting backlogs will
continue if AI-specific training to support management, supervision and quality assurance of AI-enabled systems is encouraged.
The opportunities for greater professional autonomy, decision-
making and professional influence are substantial, but only
if radiographers take the first step to define how they wish to
work in an AI-enabled environment. The future is there to be
created today and it is our professional responsibility to ensure
the opportunities of tomorrow do not pass us by.
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